
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

1 In what country did the first Starbucks open outside of North America?

2 What is the tiny piece at the end of a shoelace called? 

3 Originally, Amazon only sold what kind of product?

4 Who painted the Mona Lisa ?

5 Who was the first woman to win a Nobel Prize?

6 In which European country were bulbs exchanged as a form of currency?

7 What was the original purpose of the tiny pocket in jeans?

8 What does SPF in sunscreen stand for?

9 Chrome, Safari, Firefox and Explorer are different types of what?

10 In what year was the internet opened to the public? 1993/1994/1995

11 What is the last name of the business tycoon behind the "No. 5" perfume?

12 A gaggle is a collective name for which fowl?

13 What food company uses several animal mascots to sell its cereals, such as Newton the Owl, Tony the Tiger, and a rooster named Cornelius?

14 In the Catholic Church, the Bishop of Rome is a title more commonly known as what?

15 This singer is famously called the "Material Girl”?

16 What was the first Disney animated feature movie that was not based on an already existing story?

17 What day is known as Star Wars Day? 

18 Who was Walt Disney's favorite princess?

19 What is the name of the second tallest (standing) bird on the planet found only in Australia and is related to the ostrich?

20 Which fruit is used to flavor the liqueur, Southern Comfort?

21 How many compartments do cows have in their stomach?

22 How many players are on each side of the net in beach volleyball?

23 Ping-pong is an alternative name for which sport?

24 What is the tallest breed of dog?

25 How many hearts does an octopus have?

26 What color is a giraffe's tongue?

27 While often confused with llamas, what breed of camel is used for fleece production, while its cousin the llama is not?

28 What is the signature food dish served at Wimbledon?

29 What is the national sport of Japan?

30 What is Muhammad Ali’s real name?
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